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ABSTRACT:   
There is wide consensus that the production of
knowledge is central to economic growth. In this talk I
present two research projects that examine changes in
the way we produce knowledge. 

In the f irst part,  I  examine the shift  in the organization
of knowledge production from individual to team-work.
The common explanation is that the increasing
complexity of knowledge is driving individuals to
special ize and collaborate with other special ists to
produce knowledge. I  propose an additional explanation,
related to the accelerating rate of knowledge advances
over t ime.

In the second part,  I  zoom in on knowledge produced
through team-work, and argue that team-work can be
done best in geographical proximity. Analyzing 17.6
mil l ion publications authored by 1.7 mil l ion scholars,  I
examine how knowledge spil lovers between scholars
collaborating at different geographical distances impacts
their future knowledge portfolios. I  show that in 1975,
scholars collaborating locally were 57% more l ikely to
learn from knowledge spil lovers than similar scholars
collaborating non-locally.  By 2015 this increased to 85%.
I discuss the four factors structuring these findings. 

The findings I  wil l  present have implications for debates
in innovation and management studies concerning
knowledge spil lovers,  the (spatial)  organization of
knowledge-intensive economic activit ies,  innovation
policies,  structuring team-work and working-from-home
vs. returning to office.
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